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Lobbyists.info unveils 90,000 links from government relations professionals to Congressional 
staff positions reaching back 27 Years 

 
 
Bethesda, Md. (April 14, 2014) – Lobbyists.info, a subscription-run database that maintains records for over 7,000 
congressional staffers and 28,000 federal lobbyists, launched a new search capability that provides users with 
access to profiles of  non-current congressional staff.     
 
Until now, search results were limited to staffers currently employed by a member of the House or Senate.  Now 
users have the option to search both current and non-current staff profiles extending to the 100

th
 Congress, which 

first convened in early 1987. 
 
“This is an exciting new feature that will be very useful to users,” said Duncan Bell, Editorial Director for 
Lobbyists.info and manager of the new initiative.  “We anticipate continued growth as more people come to better 
understand the versatility and breadth of our data.”    
 
The database, which ascribes distinct public office hyperlinks to each Congress for which a staffer was employed, 
contains nearly 90,000 staffer-public office links.  The new search function is currently available to Lobbyists.info 
subscribers.   
 

 
 
About Lobbyists.info: Lobbyists.info is the number one resource for information on government relations, lobbying 
and congressional relationships. In addition to the complete federal lobbying and congressional databases 
Lobbyists.info also houses the Lobbying Ethics & Compliance Center, which provides information on the latest rules 
and regulations on lobbying ethics and procedure. Lobbyists.info trains thousands of government relations 
professionals each year via webinars and compliance resources. Lobbyists.info is the publisher of the Federal 
Lobbying Compliance Handbook and the State Lobbying Compliance Handbook. Lobbyists.info’s parent brand, 
Columbia Books & Information Services also publishes the Original U.S. Congress Handbook. 
 
For more information or to preview this all-in-one lobbying tool visit www.lobbyists.info.  
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